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1. Introduction 

Precision measurements of weak interaction parameters give a detail test of our uncx- 
standing of weak interactions physics. They are sensitive to extensions of and alternatives 
to the standard model, and are a source of information about the Higgs sector. It is 
therefore important to calculate all relevant radiative corrections to these parameters[l]. 

Several aspects of these corrections have been addressed in the past, both in[2]-[3] and 
beyond[4]-[5] the standard model. 

In this paper we will address radiative corrections to p and M & / M i  cos2 6, in the 
context of the standard model’. These parameters are protected from corrections by a 

“custodial” SU(Z)-symmetry[7]. The symmetry is broken by several terms in the standard 
model lagrangian, and, in particular, by the mass difference between the components of a 

weak doublet. We will concentrate on this source of custodial-symmetry breaking. There 
are two cases of interest: either one quark mass is heavier than the W-boson and the other 
one is lighter, or both are heavier. We will consider both. 

At one-loop, Ap = p - 1 is given by[8] 

3a 2m:m2 log-). m: 
m:-m2, mi A p  = (mt +mz - 16.lrMk sin2 6w 

Since the mass splitting of the third generation of quarks, mt-mb, is large, A p  is dominated 
by the first term (that is, the m: term). The large logarithm makes the last term an order 
of magnitude larger than the middle one. This suggests that, if experimental precision 
calls for the inclusion of the subleading terms in eq. (l.l), one should consider higher order 
diagrams which involve higher powers of the large log. Of course, there are correspondingly 

higher powers of the coupling constant. It is therefore pertinent to retain only the higher 
order corrections that involve powers of the strong coupling constant, CY,. 

There is a standard method for resummation of a series of powers of a,log(mt/mb) 
(for an elementary introduction, see ref. [9]). One constructs an effective field theory by 
successively integrating out the heavy particles, ;.e., those that contribute to low energy 
processes only as virtual particles. The effects of the heavy particles are contained in the 
coupling constants of an effective (non-renormalizable) hamiltonian for the light degrees 
of freedom. This method has been applied before to the calculation of Ap[lO], in the case 

We will consider only the so-called “oblique” corrections, ;.e., to the gauge boson 
propagators, not to the vertices, since other are process dependent[2][6]. 
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where both the heavy quark mass, mh, and the light one, ml, are larger than the W mass: 
m h  ,> mi ,> Mw. In this work, we extend the result of ref. [lo] to the case of interest, 
namely, mh >> Mw >> mi. 

The effective theory technique allows for a systematic treatment of corrections. The 
importance of this becomes evident from the following consideration. There is some con- 
troversy in the literature as to how to incorporate into (1.1) corrections of order a, (see, for 
example, the review in [ll]). These may be numerically more important than the leading 
logs that we consider here, since they involve corrections to the first (order m:) term. The 
problem is that it is not clear what the argument of the running coupling constant, ii, 
should be: mt, Mw, or mb? Since ii,(mb)/&,(Mw) - 2, this introduces an uncertainty 
in the correction of at least 100%. The calculation in the effective field theory framework 
resolves the issue. The term in question is simply the first sub-leading log correction. In 
section 5 we elaborate on this point. 

If there exists a fourth generation of quarks, then it is likely that both are more 
massive than the W. If their masses are vastly different, then Ap already constrains the 
heavier to have a mass less than a few times M w .  Then, in fact, one doesn’t have a very 
large hierarchy of masses, and we can only write m h  > ml > Mw. One can compute Ap 
again by constructing an effective field theory, which gives Ap as an expansion in powers of 
light over heavy masses. This is similar to the case considered in ref. [lo], but now with the 
additional complication that the first few powers of m:/mi cannot be neglected. Before 
QCD corrections are incorporated, this is equivalent to expanding eq. (1.1) in powers of 
mf/mi. We address the question of how to incorporate QCD corrections to the term of 
order mf/mi,  and we compute them. This, of course, is mostly of academic interest, since 
the log is not large. Still, there are several reasons why we think the exercise is interesting. 
As above, the effective field theory formalism is a starting point for a systematic expansion. 
Also, this exercise furnishes an example of the observation made in ref. [12], that corrections 
of order m:/mi do not introduce new operators into the effective theory. 

It is very likely that the precision in the measurement of the mass of the charged 
vector boson, Mw, will improve in the near future. It is therefore interesting to consider 
also corrections to the relation M & / M i  cos’ B = 1. We have computed these in the same 
two cases as described above for Ap. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we use the effective field theory to 
calculate Ap with QCD turned off, and recover eq. (1.1), as expected. In section 3 we 
take into account the QCD effects, and sum up the leading logs, extending the result 
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* of ref. [lo] to the physicaly interesting case mb << Mw << mt. In section 4, the QCD 
corrected contribution of the b-t doublet to M&,phyr is calculated. In section 5 ,  by the way 
of conclusions, we discuss the sub-leading corrections. 

2. Ap without QCD 

The p parameter is defined as the ratio of the coefficient of the neutral current-current 
interaction to that of the charged current-current interaction in the four-fermion weak 

interaction lagrangian[lO], 

Here j ,  stands for the charged current (that couples to the W-boson, with “charge” r+) 
and j ,  the neutral current (that couples to the 2-boson, with “charge” rs - sin28wY). 
With this definition p can be measured directly from neutrino-hadron scattering. 

In the standard model there is an accidental approximate global SU(2)-symmetry[7] 
under which W”,  for a = 1, ..., 3, transform like a triplet. If this so-called “custodial” 
symmetry were exact then obviously p = 1 identically. Therefore, only those interactions 
that break this custodial symmetry will contribute to Ap. Both hypercharge and the Higgs 
sector interactions break the symmetry, and these effects have been studied elsewhere[2]. 
Since we are interested in incorporating QCD effects, we now concentrate on corrections 
that arise from the mass splitting in the quark doublets. Moreover we will neglect the 
effects of flavor mixing, i.e., we will set all of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa angles to 
zero. 

The four-fermion lagrangian in eq. (2.1) is the low energy effective lagrangian of the 
standard model. As described in the introduction, one can obtain this effective lagrangian 
starting from the standard model by integrating out one heavy particle after another. One 
thus arrives at an effective lagrangian with the four fermion interactions as the leading 
order terms in a series expansion with respect to the inverse of the masses of the heavy 
particles. 

Consider now the contribution to Ap from one heavy quark doublet ( :) , with masses 

mh >> ml >> Mw. After integrating out the heavy quarks, the resulting effective theory is 
almost the standard model with one less quark doublet. The corrections are in the form 
of additional non-renormalizable terms suppressed by the heavy masses, and some correc- 
tions to the coefficients of the renormalizable terms. Among the latter one has, possibly, 
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corrections AM$* and A M &  to the mass parameters M& and M$, respectively. The 

oblique, ;.e., propagator, correction to p due to the mass splitting of this quark doublet is 

then simply 

The situation is more involved, and more interesting, when mh >> M w  >> ml. One 

must integrate out the heavy W-bosons before one integrates out the lighter quark. At 

this stage the effective theory will already contain some of the current-current interactions 

in eq. (2.1). The coefficient of these will, in fact, give the order-mi contribution to Ap, 
c.f.,  eq. (1.1). But there are additional interactions that one should not neglect. They 

correspond to six-fermion operators, two of which are the lighter quark 1. When I is 

integrated out, these operators lead to current-current interactions. These arise from 

diagrams where the Z-quark from the six-fermion operator is self-contracted, ;.e., a one- 

loop diagram. This, in fact, is the origin, in the effective theory language, of the log term 

in eq. (1.1). 

Let us now look at the calculations in some detail. 

2.1. m h  > ml > mw 

The weak-SU(2) gauge sector of the lagrangian is[4] 

where 62’s and 6M&’s are counterterms. The fermion interactions in follow from 

the covariant derivative D, = a, + ig9W; + ig’YB, + . . . and are shown in fig. 1. Note 

that our definition of 6M& does not correspond to the standard mass renormalization but 

rather to a combination of mass and wave-function renormalizations. 

The first step in the construction of the effective lagrangian is to integrate out the h- 
quark. It is convenient to choose a renormalization scale p = mh, to avoid the introduction 
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of large logarithms of the ratio p/rnh. The gauge sector of the effective lagrangian is 

where AZ’s and AM&’s are finite corrections of order a, and the 62’ and 6M’ are counter- 

terms. They are determined by matching the renormalized 1PI 2-point functions calculated 

in the effective theory with those of the full theory. Notice that the fields are chosen not 

to be “properly” normalized. Thus, the weak coupling constant g is not rescaled. The 

interactions in Lint are shown in fig. 2. The first diagram is the same I-I-W vertex as in 

fig. 1. The second corresponds to new interactions, 

The coefficients dn) are again determined by the requirement that 1PI 4-point functions 

match properly. This gives, to leading order in g 2 ,  

Because of the large dimensionful denominator the effects of these operators are rather 
suppressed. 

The operators in eq. (2.6) are not gauge invariant. For each n, there are many gauge 

invariant operators which would give the same Cpoint functions as those of (2.6). Since 

electroweak symmetry has been spontaneously broken, we are not terribly concerned with 

preserving explicit gauge invariance. For now, the operators in (2.6) will suffice. When we 

come to consider QCD corrections, we will be forced to consider a version of (2.6) which 

is gauge invariant with respect to color gauge transformations. 
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As we saw in eq. (2.2), we need only A M k ’ s  to calculate Ap. Therefore, we may 

set the external momentum to zero (the coefficients of the kinetic terms are irrelevant). 

Evaluating the diagrams in fig. 3 and fig. 4, we have 

where 

(2.8~)  

(2.8b) 

and N ,  = 3 is the number of colors. Notice that the result contains no logarithms at all. 

In the effective lagrangian language, logarithms of ratios of disparate scales, such as the 

one in eq. (l.l), result from scaling the effective lagrangian between the two scales. 

It is important to note that the matching condition in eq. (2 .8~)  is a sub-leading- 

log contribuition, in the sense that it will not be enhanced by a big logarithm, as the 

“leading” term will be. Nevertheless, the mi term is numerically more important, since it 

is enhanced by powers of the large scale (relative to the “leading” term). More properly, 

one should analyze the contributions to Ap order by order in inverse powers of mi. The 

leading term in this expansion is given in (2.8~). This term constitutes the full leading-log 

order mi contribution, since no terms of order mi can be generated in the effective theory. 

On the other hand, in the spirit of the leading-log expansion one should drop the term of 

order mf in eq. (2.8~). We will retain it here only because by neglecting the running of the 

electroweak coupling constants we will manage to recover the full result of (1.1) directly 

from the effective theory calculation. 

Now we apply the renormalization group equation to scale the AM&’s down. We 

consider the operators 

(2.104 

(2.10b) 

in addition to the operators in eq. (2.6). The mass operator of eq. (2.10~) mixes under 

renormalization into the operators in eq. (2.6). The coefficients must scale to make the 

effective lagrangian scale invariant. Therefore, their anomalous dimensions are the negative 
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transpose of the matrix of anomalous dimensions of the operators. The relevant one-loop 
Feynman diagrams are shown i s  fig. 5 and fig. 6. We find, 

(2.114 

(2.11b) 

(2.11c) 

In going from (2.11~) to (2.11b) we have used the fact that, to the order we are working, 
the coefficients di)  are scale independent: pd/dp c ( ~ )  = 0. It is easy to incorporate the 
effect of the infinite set of operators in (2.6). The result is that the series in (2.11b) sums 
up to 4Lmt/(mi - m:). The equations are trivially integrated, if we ignore the running 
of g resulting from photon exchange: 

2mt 2 

mi - m; P 
AM&&) = h(m; +mf  - log 2) 

n 

(2.124 

(2.12b) 

In the final step in the construction of the effective lagrangian, we integrate out the 
I-quark. Thus, one obtains a new effective lagrangian of the same form as in (2.4), but 
without terms involving the light quark. Again, the AMk's are determined by matching 
the 1PI functions in both effective theories. The matching is trivial, however, because all 
relevant diagrams are proportional to logp2/m:, which vanishes at the boundary, p = mi. 

So (2.12) hold for the coefficients in the final effective theory, with p = ml. 
We can now use eq. (2.2) to find the correction to the p-parameter. Of course, the 

result is the same as in eq. (1.1). The method is rather clumsy for something as simple 
as reproducing the one-loop computation that leads to eq. (1.1). But, as stated in the 
introduction, the power of the method lies in the ability to re-sum large logs when QCD 
corrections are included. 

\ In this case, we begin again by integrating out the heavy quark. The effective la- 

grangian (2.4) is still appropriate, with the coefficients AM still given by eq. (2.12). But, 
in this case, we next integrate out the W-bosons, obtaining an effective theory with only 
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the I-quark in it. Of course, it is understood that any other light degrees of freedom are 
also present in this final effective lagrangian. 

We can no longer read off the correction A p  from the mass terms in the lagrangian. 
Instead, we go back to the definition of p in eq. (2.1). The effective lagrangian contains 
local four-fermion operators which will directly contribute in eq. (2.1). It also contains 

six-fermion operators, with two of the six fermions being I-quarks, 

(2.13) 

They are nothing but the operators O(") of last sub-section, with the W's replaced by the 
currents j p ,  times zero momentum W-propagators. These operators can contribute to p in 
eq. (2.1) through one loop graphs, as depicted in fig. 7. Notice that the coefficients have 
a factor of l/M&. This might be a bit surprising, since the effective hamiltonian in (2.1) 
has as a coefficient l/M&, i e . ,  a factor of the Fermi constant, GF. The additional factor 
of l/M& is in the correction to p, as can be seen in eq. (1.1). 

Since the operators Q(") are related to the operators O(") of last subsection by a 

trivial replacement of, to the order we are working, noninteracting fields, it follows that 
they satisfy the same renormalization group equations. Therefore, eqs. (2.11) still hold, 
and we again reproduce eq. (1.1) exactly. 

3. A p  with QCD 

In the previous section, we showed that the effective field theory reproduced the 
complete order-g2 results of the full theory. The reason why we need the effective theory 

is that, when QCD is involved and there is a large mass hierarchy in the lagrangian, 
m << M, one often encounters the combination (a,/.lr)log(rn/M), which is not much 
smaller than 1. Therefore, conventional perturbation theory breaks down. Instead, one 
can re-sum all terms of the form aylogn(m/M).  The corrections are then the so-called 
sub-leading logs, of the form ai+= log"(m/M). In the full theory, this can only be done by 
summing an infinite series of diagrams of higher and higher order in the loop expansion. 
In the effective theory, a one-loop calculation automatically sums up the leading logs. 

In the case at hand, the zeroth-order result of last section already contains a large 
logarithm. Therefore, by "leading logarithms" we will mean, in this context, terms with 
one less power of a, than of the log. 
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The calculation in this limit was first done in ref. [lo]. We will reproduce that result 
there and we will extend it to higher orders in ml/mh. To begin with, there is no need to 
recalculate the matching at mh. This was done above in one-loop order, and since this is 
a, independent, there is no change in this case. 

As explained above, the leading term, of order Icmi/M$, is generated by matching 
at the heavier scale, but receives no corrections from running down to p = mi. We will 

concentrate on the subleding terms since these do recieve nontrivial corrections from QCD. 
The QCD effects arise, in this order, from the scaling of the coefficients in the effective 

lagrangian. There are two sources of QCD corrections. Firstly, one expects, on general 
grounds, the renormalization group equations (2.11) to be modified. In particular, in 
eq. (2.11u), which arises from mixing of the higher dimension operators in (2.6) into the 
mass operators, the coefficients c ( ~ )  may have non-trivial dependence on the scale p. At 
one-loop this is computed for the one gluon exchange diagrams of fig. 8. Secondly, the 
parameters of the effective lagrangiaa are also scale dependent. To the order we are 
working, this means we will have to incorporate into the solution of (2.11~) the scale 
dependence of the light quark mass parameter ml: 

Here, nf  is the number of quark flavors in the effective theory. Note that the running 
of other coupling constants, e.g., g,  is higher order (in g 2 )  and will be neglected in our 
approximation. 

It is interesting to note that, again on general grounds, to this order, the renormaliza- 
tion group equation for M&, c.f., eq. (2.11c), is not modified by QCD corrections. The 
reason is that the operators O(") do not mix into the WS-mass operators in the effective 
lagrangian (2.4). The running arises only from the graph in fig. 8. Therefore, we know 
everything (eqs. (2.11~) and (3.1)) we need to determine Ap to order kmf/M&. This, in 
fact, was the calculation presented in ref. [lo]. 

In order to determine Ap to order k m f / m i M & ,  one must determine the coeficient 
function c(') of eq. (2.11~). Either by direct calculation or by an indirect argument one 
finds that 
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We will give here the indirect argument. Only the first operator, O(’), contributes to the 
running of the function =(‘I. For the purpose of computing the QCD mixing, the W-fields 
in are inert, as they are colorless. Moreover, derivatives acting on the W-fields can be 
neglected, as we are interested, eventually, in zero momentum Green functions. Thus the 
operator O(’) can be thought of as a dimension-4 fermionic operator with two free indices: 

The symmetric and antisymmetric pieces don’t mix with each other. Moreover, the lat- 
ter cannot mix with the W-mass term in the effective lagrangian. Therefore it is safely 
neglected, and we can write 

It is obvious now that this can be separated into spin-2 and spin-0 pieces. They don’t mix 

with each other, and the former does not mix into the W-mass term in the lagrangian. 
We are left with the spin-0 piece. But this is non other than the kinetic energy lagrangian 
of the fermion field (times the metric tensor g’”). It is well known[l3] that, at one loop 
order, the self renormalization of the kinetic energy operator is cancelled out exactly by 
the wavefunction renormalization of the fermion fields. Hence, the diagrams of fig. 8 give a 

vanishing contribution to the anomalous dimension matrix. All that remains is the mixing 
of O(l) into the mass term, but this is precisely the calculation of section 2 above. This 
completes the argument leading to eq. (3.2). 

We have shown that, to order k(mf/mi), and in the leading-log approximation, 

( 3 . 5 4  

(3.5b) 

As explained above, mt is now a function of p because it is also renormalized by gluon 
exchange. It is straightforward to integrate these equations. We find 

( 3 . 6 ~ )  

(3.6b) 
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For consistency we have dropped a term of order m: in (3.6~) that arises from the boundary 
condition, eq. ( 2 . 8 ~ ) .  Finally, substituting these results into (2 .2) ,  we get 

For compactness, the result has been written in terms of ml(mh). With the help of 
eq. (3.1), it can be rewritten in terms of the more physical renormalization group invariant 

parameter m; = rnl(m;). 

This case is physically interesting because it corresponds to the third generation 

quarks. As opposed to what we presented in the last sub-section, in this case we will 
concentrate only on the contribution to Ap of order k(m:/M&).  This is, of course, the 
most important contribution in leading logs. Moreover, it was not computed in ref. [lo]. 

There is very little new in this case. As in section 2.2 above, once the W's are 
integrated out, we need to consider operators @"I. But if we concentrate, as we do, in 
the corrections to p that are not suppressed by powers of mh, then the effect of these 

six-fermion operators can be neglected. Below the W-scale we therefore have the usual 

current-current interaction lagrangian. Explicitly, 

Here e,  are the leptonic currents, h, are the hadronic currents, excluding the Z-quark, and 
j :  is the Z-quark neutral current. In the last term, the one with the coefficient v2, the 
flavor-neutral currents are color octets, e.g., 

We have included this term as we expect it to mix, under renormalization, with the zll term. 

The ellipses in eq. (3.8) stand for terms that are present at low energies but are irrelevant 
to our discussion, e.g., purely leptonic four fermion operators. We can use the results 
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of the previous 
current term: 

section to extract, at p = Mw, the coefficient tf of the charged-charged 

(3.10) 

Also, the coefficients of the 3-3 current terms are 

Of course, we also have 
v 2 I ~ ( = M w  = 0 .  (3.12) 

Next, our task is to find the renormalization group equation satisfied by the coefficients 
t ( p ) ,  u ( p )  and ~ ( p ) .  Only the scaling of ~ ( p )  will involve explicit a, dependence, since 
these are the coefficients of the four quark operators. One gluon exchange graphs, as in 
fig. 9, give the equation 

0 8  
I"d dP (:: ) = 2 ( 9  - 6 )  (:: ) * (3.13) 

Additional equations, giving the mixing of these coefficients into t ( p ) ,  are a, independent 
and are therefore exactly the same as those found in section 2.2, where the problem with 
QCD turned off was considered. Explicitly, one has that the charged current does not run, 

while t3  is renormalized by the second diagram in fig. 7, which gives 

One also has, 
d 

p-u = 0. 
dP 

(3.144 

(3.14b) 

(3.15) 

This is correct if we neglect contributions to Ap of order k(mf/M&).  
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Solving eqs. (3.13)-(3.15), one obtains 

(3.16) 

4. The Mass of the W. 

The p parameter is one of many observables of the standard model. There are three 
independent parameters in the gauge sector of the standard model. It is customary to 
choose them to be three well measured observables: the Fermi constant as measured in 
muon decay, G,, the fine structure constant, a, and the mass of the neutral vector boson, 

M z .  Any observable can be expressed in terms of these three. Of course, additional 
parameters are introduced as the model is extended to include, for example, quarks and 
leptons. 

The methods used in previous sections can also be applied to calculate radiative cor- 
rections to the other observables of the standard model. In this section we will demonstrate 
how to calculate the mass of the W-boson. Again we will work in the leading-log approx- 
imation. We will see that radiative corrections to wavefunctions must be included, but 

there is no QCD component of these corrections. The effect of wavefunction renormal- 
ization could have been obtained by computing in the full theory and neglecting QCD 
effects. The reader is welcomed to add to the result below the subleading-log terms that 
can, actually, be numerically important. 

We will concentrate on the physical case mt > M w  > m b .  Not only will we include 
the custodial symmetry breaking due to the mass splitting between t and b quarks, but 
we will also include the explicit breaking from hypercharge. This is necesary since W:-B, 
mixing occurs at tree level. 

The calculation is different from that of sections 2 and 3 in several ways. First, of 
course, we have to compute wavefunction 
ization of the gauge fields is irrelevant to 

renormalization. Any wavefunction renormal- 
the calculation of Ap. The corrections A 2  of 
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eq. (2.4) do not show up in the expression for Ap, eq. (2.2), since only the zero momen- 

tum part’of the self energy diagram is relevant. In contrast, the pole in the propagator 

will necessarily involve the self energy diagram at momenta of the order of the tree level 

masses. Thus we are led to repeat the argument of earlier sections, but now including the 
running of AZ. Second, the dependence of A 2  on mf is only logarithmic, as expected for 

a dimension 4 operator. Custodial symmetry breaking by quark masses enters the result 
through mild (logarithmic) dependence. It is the mixing of W s  and B, the hypercharge 

gauge boson, that gives the leading custodial symmetry breaking contribution. Therefore, 

the heavy quark contribution to A 2  is enhanced over that of light quarks only by a ‘large’ 

logarithm. Numerically the contributions of light quarks cannot be neglected[l4]. We do 
not include them here as we are primarily interested in the issue of re-summing the ‘large’ 
logarithms when QCD is included. Third, since the external momentum is large, p2 = M 2  W ,  

we avoid large logarithms in the self energy diagram by choosing a renormalization point 
of order of the large scale, p - M w .  There is no running below M w ,  and the b-quark 
mass is irrelevant. 

Other than for these points, the calculation is entirely analogous to that presented in 

previous sections. We therefore only sketch the method. With the sign convention for the 
self-energy part I?(’) that the full propagator is 

1 
(1 + AZ)$ - ( M 2  + AM2)  - I’(2)(g2)’ 

-ig”Y 

the physical mass is given in terms of the lagrangian mass, at one-loop order, by 

= M 2  + S M 2  

where 

6M2 = - A Z M 2  + A M 2  + ReI’(2)(M2). 

We will compute all three quantities, A M 2 ,  A 2  and I?(’) at the renormalization point p = 

M. Of course, the resulting physical mass is p-independent. But choosing 1.1 = M ensures 

that no large logarithms are present in I’(z)(M$,,,s), making the computation reliable. 

The mass shifts A M 2  were computed in section 3.2. One must remember, though, 
that in this case we should choose p = M, as indicated above. We can read off the 
mass-shifts from eqs. (3.7) by replacing ii,(rnr) + i i , (Mw).  
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We turn to the computation of A 2  and We retain only the leading contribution 

as far as inverse powers of mt are concerned. Recall that we work in the leading-log 
approximation. The matching conditions are trivial, since they arise at 1-loop order: 

(4 .44 

(4.4c) 

(4.4b) 

(4.4d) 

The running of AZ’s is extracted from the self-energy diagrams of the neutral vector 
bosons with an internal b-quark in the loop. There are of course other diagrams involving 
operators Gith explicit suppression factors of l/mt, which we neglect. A simple computa- 
tion, using dimensional regularization, gives 

(4 .54 

(4.5b) 

(4.5c) 

(4.5d) 

where YL = 1/6 and YR = -1/3 stand for the hypercharge of the left and right handed 
b-quarks, respectively, and N ,  = 3 is the number of colors (for a heavy lepton one has the 
same but with YL = -1/2, YR = -1 and Nc = 1). Solving, we have 

AZw3 I,, = (5) - g2 log - mt 
3 16n2 p 

( 4 . 6 ~ )  

(4.6b) 

(4 .6~)  

(4.6d) 

As advertised above, the AZ’s do not get additional QCD corrections, in the leading-log 
approximation. 
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The last step is the calculation of the vector bosons’ renormalized two-point functions 
in the effective theory. Although we originally intended to compute this at p of the order 
of the weak vector boson’s mass, we will keep p arbitrary. The explicit cancellation of p 
dependence is a check on the calculation. It is the lack of QCD effects to this order that 
allows us to explicitly keep track of the renormalization point. Since the b-quark mass is 
neglected relative to the W-boson mass, the two point functions are proportional to p 2 ,  
where p, is the momentum of the vector boson. To extract the physical mass we need 
this at p2 = MlhYs. Thus, effectively, these contributions act like additional wavefunction 
renormalizations, which we label by a supercript (b): 

(4.74 

(4.7b) 

(4.7c) 

(4.7d) 

The calculation of physical masses, expressed in terms of G,, a and M z ,  can now be done 
directly from the effective lagrangian. After some trivial algebra we obtain 

where sin2 280 = 4na/&G,M~,phya, and by A p l , , = ~ ~  we mean Ap as given in eq. (3.7)’ 
with k = 3a/16xsin2Bo, but with the replacement &(ml) --f Gd(Mw). In comparing 
this result with others in the literature one must bare in mind that only the leading-log 
contribution of the third generation quarks has been included here. 

5. Conclusions and Sub-Leading-Logs 

We have demonstrated the use of effective field theories for the resummation of pos- 
sibly large logs from QCD in corrections to electroweak parameters. We showed how the 
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calculation can be carried out to arbitrary accuracy by incorporating sub-leading power 

corrections, i. e., corrections suppressed by the heavy mass. 

We have not considered sub-leading log improvements on these calculations. The 

results in eqs. (3.7) and (3.16) include a term, proportional to m:, which is leading-log 

even if it does not contain any explicit logs. For large mt this term is certainly the dominant 

contribution to Ap and M&,phys. Terms of order m: can only appear from matching at 

the t-quark scale - it is impossible to generate positive powers of the large mass once in 

the effective theory (otherwise, the whole notion of effective theory would be useless!). 

The next-to-leading-log correction - o f  order a,- to the term of order m: in eqs. (3.7) 

and (3.16) is numerically as important as the order mi terms which occupied us in the 

bulk of this paper. There is an important lesson about it that we have learnt in this work: 

the whole correction of order a,m: comes from matching. Once the two-loop matching 

condition is calculated, the strong coupling constant in the coefficients of operators in the 

effective theory should be taken to be the running coupling constant evaluated at the top 

scale, G,(mt). Concretely, the corrections to p of order mt up to order a, can be written 

3a m: [I + :6]. Ap = 
16sM& sin2 6~ 

The two-loop diagram giving rise to the order C Y ,  correction has been calculated[l5] 

2n2 + 6 
9 

K = -  

There has been some controversy2 over how to choose the scale at which a, is evaluated 

in eq. (5.2). This is not a trivial question, as the loop integrals that lead to eqs. (5.1) 
and (5.2) contain internal b- and t-quarks, and the momentum transfer q2 can be either 

negligible, as in the case of Ap, or of the order of M g ,  as when computing the physical 

masses. Also, and possibly more problematic, is the issue of gauge and scheme dependence, 

of which the authors of ref. [15] have little to say. As we have seen, in the language of 
effective lagrangians the answer is immediate. We have seen that one should replace a, 

in eq. (5.2) by ii,(mt), where ii, is the running coupling constant of the effective theory 

below mi. 

See, for example, the review in ref. [Ill. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams representing the fermion interactions of the lagrangian in the 
full theory. Here and throughout, a wavy line represents an electroweak gauge 
boson and a solid directed line is a fermion. 

Fig. 2. Feynman diagrams representing the light fermion (“€I”) interactions of the ef- 
fective theory, once the heavy fermion has been integrated out. The solid dot 
represents the new higher dimension opermrs. 

The one loop contribution to A M &  I p = m h .  
One loop contributions to AM&, I p = n h .  
Feynman diagram giving the one-loop mixing of the operators in eqs. (2.6) 
and (2.10~). 

Feynman diagram giving the one loop running of the operator in (2.10b) 

One-loop contribution to p of the six-fermion operators defined in eq. (2.13). 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5.  

Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8. One-loop diagrams contributing to the renormalization of the operators in 
eq. (2.6). A spring line represents a gluon. The heavy dot stands for the composite 
operat ors. 

Fig. 9. One-loop diagrams that give rise to the running of the four-quark operators in 
the lagrangian (3.8). 
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